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Georgian Britain  
www.bl.uk/georgian-britain 
 
 

Teachers’ Notes 
 

Curriculum subject: History 

Key stage: 3, 4 and 5 

Theme: Defining the 18th century 

Rationale 

What is our perception of the Georgian period? The 18th century was the age of 

industrialisation, slavery, the working and middle classes, leisure, consumerism and radicalism 

and so much more. But what matters most about the period? This activity could be 

differentiated for students at key stage 3, 4 or 5.   

Content 

Historical sources:  

 All sources on the Georgian Britain Website. 

Recommended reading (short articles): 

 All articles on the Georgian Britain website  

 

Key questions: 

 What matters most about the 18th century? 

Activities 
1) This activity uses two packs of playing cards (playing cards became mass produced 

during the Georgian period): 

o using sticky labels, ask students to write out words that define the 18th 

century and attach these to the playing cards  

o put 30 of the cards aside and use these as ‘arrows’ (you could use sticky 

labels with an ‘arrow’ image) 

o leave some cards with blank labels 

Ask students to work in groups to deal out the cards among themselves. They 

should each take it in turns to lay their cards or add arrows between different words 

that they feel link together. Students can write their own words on blank cards and 

lay them down. Keep going until all cards are laid and students have produced a 

large diagram on the table that defines the period. Take a picture of each diagram.  

Are there any defining words missing? What might students add and where might 

they place these words? 
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2) In groups ask students to us the Georgian Britain website to find sources that 

support each of the defining words of their playing cards. Record this information in 

a table such as the example below:  

Defining word Supporting sources 
(including date produced) 

Reason 

   
   
   
 

Which defining words have the most supportive sources? Are there any defining 

words that have little or no supportive sources?   

 

3) Plot the defining words and their supportive sources onto a timeline. Do definitions 

change over time in the period? 

  

4) Having looked at the sources, are there any new defining words that students 

would like to add to their diagrams? Would students move any of their links or 

words around? Would they take any away? Are there any voices missing? Why 

might this be? Allow students to make adjustments to their diagrams in order to 

finalise them. Take a final picture of these.  

 

5) Using their ideas of what defines the 18th century, allow students to use the sources 

from the Georgian Britain website plus others to produce a mini exhibition about 

the period. This could be displayed at the school.  

 

6) Hold a plenary discussion. How easy is it to define a period?  
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